Abstract-Internet connectivity at the AS level, defined in terms of pairwise logical peering relationships, is constantly evolving. This evolution is largely a response to economic, political, and technological changes that impact the way ASs conduct their business. We present a new framework for modeling this evolutionary process by identifying a set of criteria that ASs consider either in establishing a new peering relationship or in reassessing an existing relationship. The proposed framework is intended to capture key elements in the decision processes underlying the formation of these relationships. We present two decision processes that are executed by an AS, depending on its role in a given peering decision, as a customer or a peer of another AS. When acting as a peer, a key feature of the AS's corresponding decision model is its reliance on realistic inter-AS traffic demands. To reflect the enormous heterogeneity among customer or peer ASs, our decision models are flexible enough to accommodate a wide range of AS-specific objectives. We demonstrate the potential of this new framework by considering different decision models in various realistic "what if" experiment scenarios. We implement these decision models to generate and study the evolution of the resulting AS graphs over time, and compare them against observed historical evolutionary features of the Internet at the AS level.
I. INTRODUCTION
We present a new framework for modeling the decision process by which connectivity between Autonomous Systems (ASs) in the Internet is established. An Autonomous System is an abstraction for representing a group of networks operated by a single administrative entity. Inter-AS connectivity is defined in terms of pairwise logical peering relationships. A peering relationship between two ASs corresponds to a contractual business agreement to exchange traffic directly between them. Two ASs with an established peering relationship are physically connected with each other by at least one direct router-level link. A peering relationship is typically classified as either "customer-provider" or "peer-to-peer." In the former, one AS plays the role of a customer, and the other provides the customer with transit Internet access for a fee. In the latter, two ASs see mutual benefits in interconnecting each other (e.g., obtaining direct routes to the other party's networks), and share the cost of maintaining the relationship.
Our AS peering decision model attempts to capture the decision making process that an AS would go through when it enters into peering relationships with other ASs. A critical step in developing such a model is to identify and define a set of plausible decision-making criteria considered by an AS that captures the essence of peering. Unlike previous efforts to describe AS-level Internet connectivity within the generic framework of random graph models, our objective is to specify non-generic, network-centric decision criteria that are relevant to establishing inter-AS peering relationships. A similar approach was adopted for intra-domain modeling by Li et al. [1] .
Three key observations on peering decisions serve as guiding principles for our proposed modeling approach. First, the set of criteria considered as part of an AS's peering decision process is inherently peering type dependent. For example, when an AS is looking for an access provider to connect to, it could be interested in the quality of access services offered by the providers (e.g., in terms of cost, reliability, customer service, etc.). On the other hand, when an AS is searching for peer-to-peer type neighbors, its primary concern could be reciprocal benefits of new peering relationships. Second, the role of an AS in deciding the formation of a given peering relationship depends on the type of peering relationship itself. For example, customer-provider relationships are, by nature, initiated and finalized unilaterally by customers alone, while peer-to-peer peering relationships are bilaterally discussed and agreed upon by the (two) ASs involved. Third, the set of criteria used as part of an AS's peering decision process is ASspecific. That is, each AS maintains its own (possibly unique) set of peering decision criteria. When choosing a provider, some customers may rank the quality of customer support as their top priority, while others may emphasize more tangible criteria such as network size or cost factors. The first two observations led us to develop two distinct peering decision models, the customer AS's decision model and the peer AS's decision model. The third observation is then applied to how we design these two models.
The Internet is an evolving entity with constituent network components being constantly added, upgraded, and engineered. In such a moving Internet environment, an AS's peering decision is usually not a one-time execution process, but rather a procedure that is periodically revisited to meet the changing conditions. Such continual efforts made by individual ASs manifest themselves as the evolution of the AS-level Internet. Drawing upon this observation, we present an AS-
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1-4244-0222-0/06/$20.00 (c)2006 IEEE level framework that models the evolving Internet by allowing for and defining appropriate historical AS-level events. Within this temporally-evolving framework, we then show how the proposed peering decision models executed by individual ASs drive these AS-level events.
One big challenge in our overall modeling approach is verification, i.e., the "closing-the-loop" step in validating our model construction using peering-specific information derived from appropriate Internet measurements or ISP-specific data. In general, AS-specific peering decision processes are covered by non-disclosure agreements and are thus not publicly available. Worse, due to today's competitive ISP market, ISPs have been reluctant to share AS peering-related data (e.g., peering connectivity and inter-AS traffic demand) with the research community. Consequently, in lieu of directly validating our model, we experiment with the proposed framework by exploring a set of "what if" scenarios. These experiments illustrate the predictive power of our modeling approach, which in turn can be used as an evaluation metric when comparing different AS-level modeling approaches.
Our paper is structured as follows. In Sections II and III, we present our two peering decision models. In Section IV, we describe an inter-AS traffic demand model that drives the peer AS's decision process with realistic traffic information. The modeled peering decision process is then executed within an evolutionary framework which we describe in Section V. We experiment with the proposed framework and present some preliminary findings in Sections VI and VII. Finally, we list in Section VIII some caveats and discuss a number of challenging open problems related to modeling and validating the evolution of the Internet's AS-level topology over time.
II. DECISION MODEL FOR CUSTOMER ASS
The customer AS's decision model deals with the decisionmaking process by which an AS enters into peering relationships with other ASs as their customer. We use a basic behavior model of a customer AS that we have previously published in choosing the best provider [2] . In the following, we summarize this behavior model.
When it comes to choosing a provider, the circumstances faced by a customer AS are quite similar to those of a consumer researching the market for a particular type of product. A consumer may be faced with a selection of several competing brands. The consumer then relies on a set of his or her purchasing criteria (e.g., price, brand name recognition, current budget, or previous purchasing experience, etc.) to evaluate the available products and make his or her choice.
We expect a similarly rational behavior from a customer AS choosing among multiple transit providers. One of the foremost considerations for a customer AS is whether a given provider has a Point of Presence (PoP) geographically nearby [3] . Geographic locality of a provider's network is reflected in the last-mile connection cost to be covered by the customer. A provider may also consider serving far-away customers as not cost-effective because procuring long localloops for far-away customers may incur a high administrative cost to the provider. In a sense, geographic proximity of a provider's network can be viewed as a universal constraint imposed on every customer AS's decision process. In addition to the geographic proximity constraint, a customer AS may have other decision criteria such as the reliability and performance of the providers' networks, available pricing plans, existing customer support, number of value-added services, geographic reach and projected network build-out, prior acquaintance between the parties involved, etc. [3] .
Before we formally describe the AS customer decision model, we define our notation. Let U be a set of all existing ASs. Each provider AS j ∈ U is associated with two data sets: P oP (j) and Q T (j). P oP (j) is a non-empty set of AS j's PoP locations (i.e., geographic coordinates). Q T (j), AS j's transit quality vector, represents the quality (or rating) of AS j as a transit provider. Q T (j) is expressed as an N Tdimensional vector, i.e., Q T (j) = (q j,1 , q j,2 , ..., q j,NT ), where N T is the maximum number of criteria used by a customer AS to evaluate candidate providers. The individual component q j,n takes value in the interval [0, 1] and quantifies how AS j measures up with respect to criterion n. An instantiation of Q T (j) is obtained by assigning each of its components q j,n a uniform random number in the range [0, 1].
Each customer AS i ∈ U is associated with S(i), AS i's selection set. S(i) is a non-empty subset of {1, 2, ..., N T }, and represents the subset of criteria that AS i deems relevant when choosing its providers. Thus the selection set is generally different between customer ASs. In our model, the selection set of each customer AS is randomly chosen from 2 {1,2,...,NT } \{φ}. To model how provider ASs are evaluated against S(i), we define "AS dominance with respect to the selection set S(i)" as follows. Given two candidate provider ASs u and v, AS u is said to be dominated by AS v in terms of S(i) if the following condition holds: ∃m ∈ S(i), q u,m = q v,m and ∀n ∈ S(i), q u,n ≤ q v,n . We write u < S(i) v to denote this dominance relationship.
To illustrate, consider the following simple example whereby three competing provider ASs X, Y , and Z, are evaluated by a customer AS i in terms of two (N T = 2) criteria: network reliability and unit bandwidth cost. AS X reportedly has 99% network reliability, AS Y 98%, and AS Z 97%. They charge $100/mon., $150/mon. and $50/mon. per unit bandwidth, respectively. If AS i considers unit bandwidth cost as the only relevant criterion in choosing its provider (i.e., S(i) = {unit bandwidth cost}), then it will choose AS Z. However, if AS i deems both network reliability and unit bandwidth cost important (i.e., S(i) = {network reliability, unit bandwidth cost}), it will not select AS Y , since AS Y is dominated by AS X. It will choose either AS X or Z, for neither is dominated by the other (ties can be broken randomly).
We now formally describe our AS customer decision model. When AS i chooses its transit provider, it first constructs N (i) which is the set of ASs with the following three properties: (i) AS j ∈ N (i) has at least one PoP within a predefined threshold distance D max , away from AS i, (ii) AS j is not a downstream customer of AS i, and (iii) AS j ∈ N (i) has at least as many PoPs as AS i. 1 That is,
ASs in N (i) are available providers that are able to offer service to AS i due to their geographic proximity. Next, AS i removes all ASs in N (i) which are dominated, in terms of S(i), by another AS in N (i). We denote the resulting set N opt (i),
Finally, AS i randomly chooses one AS from N opt (i) as its transit provider.
This model ensures that the final selection of upstream provider by AS i is Pareto optimal [4] , i.e., no other "closeby" provider AS dominates the chosen provider in terms of the set S(i) [2] .
III. DECISION MODEL FOR PEER ASS
The peer AS's decision model describes the behavior of an AS that enters into a peering relationship with other ASs as their peer. Peer-to-peer relationship is established through either private peering or public peering and is not considered in [2] . A commonly accepted distinction between private and public peering is whether a third party (e.g., a public exchange point) is involved in establishing the interconnection [5] . In private peering, two associated ASs install a direct point-topoint circuit between their respective PoPs. In public peering, on the other hand, an AS co-locates itself with other ASs and connects to them at a public exchange point via a shared medium such as FDDI, ATM, or Ethernet. Private peering is favored by large ISPs or backbone operators, and public peering by more budget-conscious network operators.
As a first step to develop our peer decision model, we study what kind of decision criteria would guide an AS's peering decision process. The ultimate goal of an AS in maintaining peer-to-peer relationships with other ASs is to maximize its revenue growth. How an AS manages its peering relationships to achieve this goal varies from ISP to ISP [6] . Depending on the peering plan that a given AS pursues, the AS can apply a distinct set of decision criteria for evaluating peering partners.
A. Peer's decision criteria
In our model, we classify peer decision criteria into two categories: benefit-centric and cost-centric. Under the benefitcentric criterion, an AS focuses on the possible returns from a given business peering relationship. Besides, it diligently estimates potential net gains the other party would enjoy, possibly to avoid the "business-stealing effect" (e.g., negative growth after peering) [7] . Under the cost-centric criterion, an AS considers peering mainly as a possible cost-saving strategy for maintaining its networks. It seeks the optimal trade-off between peering and non-peering in terms of incurred net cost. The benefit-centric criterion is popular among tier-1 backbone carriers and other large ISPs; the cost-centric criterion is employed mainly by small regional networks. Following this distinction, we define two separate decision criteria for "large" ISPs and "small" ISPs in our peer decision model.
Benefit-centric decision criterion.
When applying the benefit-centric criterion, an AS focuses more on the potential benefits brought to them by a given peer-to-peer relationship than on the cost of maintaining the relationship. For a tier-1 AS, the primary benefit of maintaining peer-to-peer relationships with other tier-1 ASs is the global Internet reachability; without a direct peering relationship, any two tier-1 ASs may not reach each other's customers due to policy routing. 2 Maintaining richer peer-to-peer connections also implies larger bandwidth for accessing the global Internet, possibly with higher robustness.
All these benefits are reciprocal. Therefore, an AS's strategy in negotiating benefit-centric peering is not only guided by the potential benefit it can obtain from the relationship, but is also predicated upon the potential benefit the other party can gain from the arrangement. A tier-1 AS would avoid entering into a peering relationship that could, for example, result in "backbone free-riding," whereby a relatively small ISP with a modest customer base gets access to high-quality backbone networks free of charge, while the tier-1 AS, in return, only obtains direct routes to the ISP's small customer networks.
In order to preclude such asymmetric net gains, large ISPs typically specify in their peering policy a suite of requirements that a potential peering partner must meet [8] , [9] , [10] . These requirements typically include interconnection requirements (e.g., geographic scope, transit customer counts, traffic exchange ratio) and operational requirements (e.g., technical support). For our benefit-centric decision criterion, we choose the three requirements most commonly specified by today's ISPs: geographic scope of networks, number of transit customers, and traffic exchange ratio. To qualify as a peering candidate, an AS must maintain a minimum number of PoPs in strategic locations, and a minimum number of transit customers. The traffic exchange ratio of the peering ASs should also not exceed a predefined value (e.g., 2.0).
Cost-centric decision criterion.
In peering among relatively small ASs, seeking comparable benefits for both parties is less of a concern. Rather, the main incentive to peer is to reduce upstream transit cost. In today's ISP market, the unit bandwidth cost of a peer-to-peer connection is much cheaper than the corresponding upstream bandwidth cost. By shifting traffic from expensive upstream links to relatively cheap peer links, ASs can reduce their network operating cost. A peerto-peer relationship is considered viable only if the cost of maintaining the relationship can be offset by the saved transit cost. In Fig. 1 , we demonstrate the price difference between purchased provider access and public peering. The bandwidth of an access port is given on the x-axis, and the corresponding price, charged by providers ("P2C") or exchange points ("P2P"), is indicated on the y-axis. For provider prices, we report the average values obtained from 20 regional ISPs in five different geographic regions for the year 2004 [11] . We also added an actual price quote (from 2005) from one tier-1 backbone provider (labeled "Tier-1, 2005"). For exchange point prices, we obtained price quotes from four European exchange points (LINX, DE-CIX, VIX, AMS-IX). Both "P2C" and "P2P" prices scale roughly linearly on log-log scale with slopes less than one. This means both types of prices roughly scale with BW c , where c < 1 and BW is the bandwidth of the physical link(s) associated with the peering relationship. We denote the approximate slopes of the "P2C" and "P2P" price curves as π (π ≈ 0.75) and ( ≈ 0.40) respectively. Inequality π > confirms the cost-effectiveness of peer-topeer connectivity at public exchange points over upstream transit connections.
In order to derive the cost-centric decision criterion, we make several assumptions. The cost of maintaining either a given peer-to-peer or customer-provider peering relationship is the sum of bandwidth port charge and local-loop circuit charge. Assuming that for both public peering and provider access, local-loop circuit charge scales similarly to bandwidth port charge, we can approximate the cost of maintaining a peering relationship by BW c . Finally, we assume that the allocated bandwidth of a given physical link is proportional to the underlying traffic demand. A model for the latter will be considered in Section IV below.
We now define the cost-centric decision criterion in our model. Given an AS i and its potential peering partner AS k, AS i's decision process proceeds as follows. Let U i be the total amount of AS i's upstream traffic, and ∆T the total amount of traffic exchanged between ASs i and k. The cost of AS i's upstream connection is expressed as U i π . Similarly, the cost of a peer-to-peer connection between ASs i and k is expressed as ∆T . AS i considers establishing a peer-to-peer relationship
π is the reduction in upstream cost for AS i due to the projected shift of ∆T traffic from its upstream link to the new peer-to-peer link. 3 Admittedly, the above traffic-based simple cost model has room for improvement. For example, it does not take into account cost variations among different providers and exchange points. Also, it does not include the extra cost from administrative and technical staffing needed to maintain the circuits. We plan to investigate more sophisticated and realistic cost models in the future.
B. Peer's decision mode
As mentioned earlier, decisions about customer-provider relationships are made unilaterally by the customer ASs, while peer-to-peer relationships are agreed upon by both parties. Before such a mutual agreement can be reached, each of the two parties executes its own decision process to evaluate the other peering candidate. If either party decides to decline the peering agreement, no peering relationship is established.
In our model, we assume that this reciprocal decision process can be implemented in either of the following two modes: bilateral decision and multilateral decision. A multilateral peering decision applies when an AS considers connecting to a public exchange point. In this case, the AS's decision would depend on what other ASs are co-located at the exchange point. If those co-located ASs as a whole exchange non-trivial amount of traffic with the AS in question, connecting to the public exchange point will be cost-effective for that AS.
In order to allow for multilateral decisions, we introduce exchange point ASs in our model. An exchange point AS is treated similarly to a regular provider AS in that it provides connectivity and bandwidth to its co-located customer ASs. Unlike a provider AS, however, it does not provide transit service, but rather provides peer-to-peer based connectivity among its co-located members. In addition, each exchange point AS is assumed to maintain a single PoP. We denote the set of customer ASs co-located at exchange point AS e by member(e). Note that ASs co-located at an exchange point do not automatically form an all-pair peering relationship graph. Instead each peering decision would still be evaluated according to decision criterion of the ASs involved.
C. Peer's decision process: decision criterion + decision mode
Given the two kinds of decision criteria (benefit-centric and cost-centric) and two kinds of decision modes (bilateral decision and multilateral decision), we consider four possible scenarios in the peer's decision process: benefit-centric bilateral, benefit-centric multilateral, cost-centric bilateral, and cost-centric multilateral.
The peer decision process of a large ISP or of a tier-1 backbone operator is typically of the "benefit-centric bilateral decision" type. The "cost-centric multilateral decision" process, in contrast, would best represent the peer decision process of a small regional ISP. A large ISP may decide to pursue the "benefit-centric multilateral" peering decision process and co-locate itself at a newly built public exchange point, expecting long-term benefits from co-location [12] . Alternatively, a large ISP, due to its financially stressed condition, may pursue the "cost-centric bilateral" process and focus more on implementing cost-saving measures on its end rather than seeking reciprocal benefits. Instead of covering all possible scenarios, we focus in this paper on the development of the more common cases of benefit-centric bilateral and costcentric multilateral decision processes and formally describe the corresponding peer decision processes for these two cases.
Benefit-centric bilateral decision. Given an AS, its benefitcentric bilateral decision process is completed in two steps: peering request and peering acceptance. In the peering request step, the AS identifies a set of viable peering candidates and sends peering requests to them. In the peering acceptance step, the AS finalizes peering relationships with whichever ASs have accepted its requests. In order to identify viable peering candidates, AS i proceeds as follows. It first constructs N (i), the set of ASs which have either of the following two properties: (i) AS k ∈ N (i) has at least one PoP within a predefined threshold
{k ∈ member(e)| min{dist(s, t)| s ∈ P oP (i), t ∈ P oP (e)} < D max for some e ∈ EP }, where EP denotes the set of all existing exchange point ASs.
AS i considers ASs in N (i) as available peer candidates. AS i then removes any AS from N (i) which does not meet either of the following three candidate requirements: (i) the geographic scope (i.e., number of PoPs) of an AS should be no less than that of AS i, scaled by an AS-specific ratio r g (i), (ii) the number of customer ASs should be no less than that of AS i's customers, scaled by r c (i), and (iii) the traffic exchange ratio should be within an AS-specific ratio r t (i). We denote the resulting set as
where T ik and T ki are the traffic demand from i to k, and from k to i, respectively. AS i sends out peering requests to all ASs in N peer (i). It finalizes its peering relationship with AS k, if and only if AS k accepts the peering request (i.e., k ∈ N peer (i) and i ∈ N peer (k)).
Cost-centric multilateral decision. Given an AS i, its costcentric multilateral decision is finalized in three steps: peering request, peering acceptance, and peering confirmation. The additional "peering confirmation" step is required because AS i is typically involved in a multi-party negotiation with more than one co-located ASs.
The multi-party peer negotiation of AS i proceeds as follows. AS i first initializes N (i) with a set of locally available exchange point ASs. That is, N (i) = {e ∈ EP | min{dist(s, t)| s ∈ P oP (i), t ∈ P oP (e)} < D max }. For each e ∈ N (i), AS i then sends out peering requests to all the ASs co-located at e (i.e., member(e)). These co-located ASs then execute their own peering decision process to determine whether to peer with AS i. Their decision process can be either benefit-centric bilateral or cost-centric multilateral. If it is costcentric multilateral, a given co-located AS always accepts the peering request. 4 Let N e (i) be a set of ASs which have indicated interest in peering with AS i at exchange point e. AS i finalizes the peering relationship with the ASs in N e (i) if the condition
Here, E ie denotes the total amount of traffic exchanged between AS i and all the ASs contained in N e (i) (i.e., E ie = u∈Ne(i) (T iu + T ui )).
IV. INTER-AS TRAFFIC DEMAND
As described earlier, an important ingredient of a peer AS's decision process is the amount of traffic it exchanges with other ASs. By examining inter-AS traffic demand, two potential peering partners can determine the mutual benefit of instantiating a peer-to-peer relationship or evaluate its costeffectiveness. To drive our peering decision process with realistic traffic demand, we developed an inter-AS traffic demand model that generates an inter-AS traffic matrix supported by empirical observations [14] . Below we summarize our traffic demand model.
In modeling AS-level traffic matrices, we use a "gravity model" approach that has been widely used in the social sciences [15] and has more recently been applied in the networking community [16] . The gravity model assumes that traffic demand from AS i to j (denoted T ij ) is expressed as Si×Tj Fij , where S i is a repulsive factor associated with "generating" traffic at i, T j an attractive factor associated with "absorbing" traffic at j, and F ij a friction factor that "opposes" traffic from i to j. In order to define these three factors in the context of the AS-level Internet, we assume that to a first approximation, these traffic volume-related factors necessarily reflect the "business rationale" of individual ASs. By performing extensive Internet-wide measurement experiments, we infer the "business rationale" of existing ASs and characterize them in terms of their "utility" of web hosting, residential access, and business access. Based on this characterization, each AS i is assigned a three-dimensional rank vector (R web (i), R RA (i), R BA (i)), where R web (i), R RA (i) and R BA (i) are the rank of AS i as web hosting provider, 4 In the real world, the peering matrix of a typical exchange point is usually quite dense, but not fully occupied. For example, at LINX where 172 ASs are co-located, 56% of all possible AS pairs have peering arrangements [13] . A comparable ratio is observed in other exchange points. This suggests that ASs at a public exchange points do not always pursue open peering policy. We consider this scenario in Section VII-B. 5 If AS i is multi-homed to k providers, the condition for peering acceptance is generalized to k · (
residential access provider, and business access provider respectively. More specifically, R web (i) and R RA (i) indicate how much web contents and residential population are hosted at AS i. R BA (i) suggests how many downstream ASs are reachable from AS i. These three rankings then constitute the key input data for the gravity model, which we formally express as follows.
where
Using this model, we generate inter-AS traffic volumes as follows. We first generate rankings (R web (·),R RA (·),R BA (·)) of all the nodes in a graph. We use a well-known method for generating multi-variate normal random numbers [17] to ensure that the generated rankings are statistically consistent with the empirically inferred ones (i.e.,.
Traffic demand from node i to j is then calculated according to Eq. 1 by replacing R web (·), R RA (·), and R BA (·) with their respective rankings.
V. HISTORICAL INTERNET EVOLUTION
The peering decision processes described in Sections II and III are one of the main driving forces behind the historical evolution of the Internet. By making judicious interconnection decisions, ASs strive to maximize the value of their networks and thus to attract more customers [18] . A growing customer base in turn triggers an AS's incremental expansion of its networks, such as installing additional PoPs, upgrading link bandwidths, purchasing additional upstream provider connections, securing new peer-to-peer partners, merging with other ASs, etc.
In this section, we present our modeling framework for the evolving AS-level Internet and describe how an AS's peering decision process is executed within this framework. There have been several empirical studies of the historical evolution of the Internet's AS-level topology (e.g., [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] and references therein), but most have focused almost exclusively on the temporally-evolving AS connectivity as inferred from historical BGP data as described in terms of the distribution of node degrees. In developing our modeling framework, we move beyond previous empirical studies and consider not only AS connectivity, but also other aspects of the evolving Internet at the AS-level, such as PoP growth and changes in peering relationships over time.
A. AS-level events
In the context of the evolution of the Internet's AS-level topology, we model the following four events: (i) AS birth, (ii) AS growth, (iii) peering birth, and (iv) peering update.
AS birth. In the event of an "AS birth," a new AS is added to the graph (the initial graph contains only a single AS). When a new AS i is added, P oP (i) is initialized to contain one randomly chosen location within a unit square. The AS i then executes the customer AS's decision model described in Section II to decide which provider AS to connect to.
AS growth. To reflect our intuition that with a growing customer base, ASs will expand their internal PoP structures, the "AS growth" event allows each AS to increment its number of PoPs over time. The incremental PoP growth is indeed the case for US-based backbone providers. There is anecdotal evidence that their backbone network started out with PoPs in every major city (so-called "NFL" cities), and then penetrated into smaller cities over time. To model such PoP growth, each existing AS u increments its number of PoPs in P oP (u) by one, with probability Π P oP (u), on each simulation round. Since the likelihood of an AS with many customers installing additional PoPs is greater than that of an AS with few customers,
−β , where K and β are positive constants and R BA (u) is the rank of AS u as a business access provider. Locations of newly added PoPs are taken randomly from a unit square.
Peering birth. In the "Peering birth" event, we model how new peering relationships of an AS are created incrementally over time. Starting with a single provider, over time an AS is likely to add additional upstream provider connections or peer-to-peer links to cope with its growing traffic. Fig. 2 demonstrates the historical growth of several actual ASs' peering relationships. We inferred AS peering relationships by using historical archives of BGP routing tables [25] and Gao's AS relationship inference algorithm [26] . We choose the topeight ASs in terms of the number of providers (Fig. 2(a) ) and number of peers ( Fig. 2(b) ) they each have on the last month of our historical data sets, and plot on the y-axis the number of providers (or peers) of these ASs and on the x-axis their lifetimes (in number of months since AS birth). The figure shows how the number of providers (or peers) of these ASs (y-axis) grew during the ASs' lifetimes (x-axis). Fig. 2 shows that the number of providers per AS grows incrementally over time. The sporadic downturn of the growth patterns may be due to ambiguities in the underlying measurements or errors associated with the AS relationship inference algorithm. 6 Unlike upstream providers, the number of peer-to-peer neighbors tend to exhibit a mix of incremental and stepwise growth patterns. The stepwise jumps may be caused by an AS's decision to connect to an exchange point. Once an AS connects to an exchange point and has made peering arrangements with other co-located members, it will keep adding peering arrangements with later-joining members over time.
The above observation motivated us to model the "peering birth" event as follows. Similar to an "AS growth" event, each existing AS u periodically increments its number of providers by one, with probability Π prov (u). The likelihood of an AS purchasing an additional upstream connection may depend on the AS's business model. For example, if the AS serves many customer ASs as a business access provider, it is likely to purchase extra upstream connections. If the AS is a popular web hosting provider or residential access provider, it is also expected to pursue aggressive multihoming. Following this intuition, we express
−µ , where R web (u), R RA (u) and R BA (u) are the rankings that constitute AS u's business model, as described in Section IV. When adding a new provider connection, AS u runs the customer AS's decision process.
Besides updating provider connections, each existing AS also gets a chance to increment its number of peer-to-peer connections. While the graph grows over time, each AS, on each simulation round, re-executes the peer AS's decision model described in Section III to decide whether it wants to add additional peer-to-peer relationships. At a given point in time, we assume that the top-R priv % of nodes (e.g., R priv = 0.1) in terms of customer counts pursue bilateral private peering, and that the rest of them choose multilateral public peering.
Peering update. For the "Peering update" event, we model the case where a peering relationship between two ASs changes over time [29] . For example, a prior customerprovider relationship between two ASs may evolve into a peer-to-peer relationship due to the customer's growing market share [6] . Or, an existing peer-to-peer relationship can be terminated by either of two parties if one peer falls short of the other peer's peering requirements [30] .
In order to check whether such peering update events actually happen, we examine the historical archive of BGP routings tables [25] . We collected BGP routing table snapshots every two weeks from November 1997 to April 2005, and ran Gao's relationship inference heuristic on each snapshot. During the period, the number of ASs in the Internet increased from 3,000 to 19,000. Unfortunately, the heuristic often produced inference results with transient errors. For example, the inferred relationship between AS11537 and AS1251 switched back and forth between customer-provider and peer-to-peer eight times in four months, which is suspicious. In order to minimize such transient errors of the inference heuristic, we performed a sliding-window, low-pass filter on the timesequenced AS relationship history. That is, we advanced a fixed-length time window within the lifetime of a relationship and check the inferred relation within the current window. If the inferences did not agree with each other, we chose the one with the highest frequency as the correct inference. We then extracted peering updates from the filtered results. Fig. 3 shows the frequency of various peering update events for different window sizes. The frequency of a particular event on the y axis is the number of occurrences of the event between November 1997 and April 2005. The type of a peering update event is indicated in the legend. The labels "Peer," "Customer," "Sibling" in the legend refer to peerto-peer, customer-provider, sibling-to-sibling relationships respectively. 7 For example, "Peer ⇒ None" corresponds to an event where a peer-to-peer relationship has been terminated (with two ASs still alive). In the figure, we do not plot "Customer ⇒ None" event, which is the most frequent update event, occurring more than 14,000 times (using a window size of 50). Using too small of a window generally lowers the effectiveness of the error filtering; using too large of a window can mask the occurrence of legitimate peering update events. Assuming that any peering relationship experiences at most one update event during its lifetime, we selected half the average lifetime of a peering relationship (i.e., 40 weeks) as our window size. Fig. 3 indicates that peering updates do happen on the Internet. The two most frequent events are the disappearance of customer-provider and peer-to-peer relationships. These events may be due to customers changing their providers, or peers terminating their relationships. The next most frequently occurring events are transitions from customer-provider relationships to peer-to-peer relationships and vice versa. Although we cannot quantify the accuracy of our peering update inference due to the strictly proprietary nature of business relationships, we believe that peering updates are indeed not unusual events in the highly competitive and volatile ISP market.
In order to incorporate peering update events in our decision model, we associate each peering relationship with a periodic timer. Whenever the timer goes off, the corresponding customer or peer AS re-executes its decision process as follows. A customer AS attempts to upgrade itself as a peering partner with its current provider, and initiates a peering request. The current provider then executes the peer AS's decision model to accept or decline the customer's request. Upon peering acceptance by the provider, the customer AS then finds another new provider if needed. 8 When the current provider does not show interest in peering, a customer AS attempts to switch to a better provider that dominates the current one if there is any. Along similar vein, a peer AS re-evaluates its current peering neighbor to see if it still qualifies as a peering partner. If not, the AS terminates the peer-to-peer relationship.
B. Exchange point event
In the "exchange point" event, we model how an Internet exchange point evolves over time. Similar to an AS which grows its PoP structure incrementally, an exchange point starts with an empty member list, which gets populated gradually by co-located ASs. However, as described in Section III, whether an AS co-locates itself at a given exchange point depends on the amount of traffic it exchanges with existing co-located members. Thus, when a new exchange point is first born, there is no reason for an AS to connect to the empty exchange point. In order for a newly built exchange point to survive such "startup" problems, its operator may offer price discounts or even buy in well-established ISPs as members [12] . We simulate such exchange point strategies in our modeling framework by initializing member(i) of a new exchange point i with a fixed number (S ep ) of randomly chosen ASs whose PoPs are located near i.
VI. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of our decision model is straightforward. However, the execution of our model is very timeconsuming (e.g., on the order of day). To make our model practically usable as a topology generator, we tried to improve its time complexity as follows.
The long running time of our model is mainly due to the peer AS's decision process which requires per-link utilization information as part of the cost-centric decision criterion. The time complexity of calculating per-link utilization from inter-AS traffic demand parameters is O(N 3 ), which equals the running time of a well-known all-pairs shortest path algorithm for an N -node graph. If we assume that each node periodically runs the peer AS's decision model while the graph grows, and that the number of these executions is proportional to the number of nodes in the final graph, the time complexity of generating an N -node graph based on our model becomes O(N 4 ), which is prohibitively high even for small N . To improve the time-complexity, we consider an approximate version of the all-pairs shortest path algorithm. We exploit the fact that the Internet AS-graph tends to be organized hierarchically [27] and that it contains core nodes through which many node pairs communicate. In the approximate version, instead of constructing N shortest path trees, we construct k trees (k N ), rooted at the k highest-degree nodes. 9 For each node pair, we then examine k paths, each obtained from one of these k trees, and choose the shortest one as an approximate shortest path for the node pair.
This approximate algorithm decreases the time complexity of link utilization calculation to O(k · N 3 ), while retaining high accuracy in estimated link utilization, even for small k. We found that estimation accuracy does not improve much for k > 5, and so use k = 5 in our model. 10 
VII. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present preliminary results that demonstrate the qualitative behavior of our peering decision model. First, we check the feasibility of our model by examining whether it can produce a graph with Internet-like characteristics, and whether the generation process is consistent with 9 The constructed shortest path tree adheres to the well-known routing policy of valley-free path (i.e., no path traverses a customer node between two providers) [26] . Also, none of the chosen k roots have more than one provider to ensure this valley-free property. 10 There is another approximate algorithm specifically designed for AS graphs that constructs all-pairs shortest paths in time complexity O (N · E) , where E is the number of edges in a graph [31] . We plan to incorporate this algorithm into our model to further speed up the utilization calculation. the corresponding historical Internet evolution. Our modeling framework uniquely allows for rich semantics that can express a wide range of conditions relevant to how an AS establishes peering relationships with other ASs. To illustrate the usefulness of such network-centric modeling framework, we experiment with our model in various hypothetical scenarios, and seek an intuitive understanding of the resulting model behaviors.
A. Model instantiation
To check the feasibility of our model, we instantiate model parameters and generate a graph with 3,000 nodes. The parameter settings for executing our model are given in Table I , where we also indicate if the chosen parameter values are supported by empirical data. We examine (1) the quality of the model-generated graph in terms of large-scale characteristics such as node degree distribution, and (2) the validity of the temporal graph growth process.
In Fig. 4 , we examine the degree distributions of two graphs: a model-generated graph and a BGP-inferred Internet graph of similar size. Although there are issues concerning the completeness and accuracy of BGP-inferred AS graphs [32] , [33] , and the true picture of the Internet's complete ASlevel topology still remains unknown, our focus here is not on whether our model-generated graph can exactly reproduce the degree distribution of the BGP-inferred counterpart, but rather on whether or not it can capture the degree variability reasonably well. An AS's degree consists of three components: provider degree, customer degree, and peer degree (i.e, number of providers, customers, and peers respectively). We plot the distributions of these degree components separately in Fig. 4(a) , and the distribution of the overall degrees in Fig. 4(b) . The figure shows that our model can predict the variability of the three component degrees reasonably well (i.e., low variability for provider degree, medium variability for peer degree, and high variability for customer degree). In terms of overall degrees, the model-generated distribution is consistent with its Internet counterpart.
Next, we examine whether the temporal growth process of our model is compatible with inferred AS-level Internet growth history. In Section V-A, we defined several AS-level events, and examine their frequency. Similarly, as we generated our 3,000-node toy AS-graph, we recorded the occurrences of various peering update events, and calculated their frequencies. During the 3,000-node graph generation, there were 2,344 peering update events: 83% were related to customer AS's switching providers, 13% were peering termination events, and 4% represented customer-to-peer upgrade events. These relative frequencies of events are consistent with what we observed in Fig. 3 . 
B. Model extrapolation
An AS's peering decision process in the real Internet involves multiple objectives and constraints and typically incorporates a range of economic, political and technological factors [29] . Changes in some of these factors could exert an impact on an AS's decision processes, and in turn on Internet connectivity as a whole. In the following preliminary study, we illustrate the predictive power of our proposed framework by simulating how Internet connectivity at the AS-level could be influenced by such external factors. We study factors that fall into three categories: economic, political, and technological factors. We demonstrate how changes in these factors can affect the graph structure or graph generation process.
Economic factors. For an "economic" factor, we study the impact of an AS's business model on topology generation. We empirically characterized an AS business model into a threedimensional rank vector (R web (·), R RA (·), R BA (·)), which captures three distinct business elements; web hosting, residential Internet access, and business Internet access [14] . Given rank vectors of all ASs, pairwise rank correlation coefficients τ ij (i, j ∈ {web, RA, BA}) quantify the correlation between business elements i and j of the ASs. A small value of τ ij (i.e., low correlation) means that the ISP business sector is highly diversified (i.e., individual ASs focusing on specific business elements), while a high value of τ ij implies that an AS ranked high in one business is likely to dominate other businesses as well. By adjusting the correlation coefficient τ ij , we can simulate different market conditions, and examine their impacts (or lack thereof) on the global AS connectivity.
In our experiment, we set the business correlation parameter τ ij to two different values; low (0.0) and high (0.6), and generate a 3,000-node toy AS-graph for each value. The Internet-like business correlation τ ij , as supported by empirical data, is roughly 0.25 [14] .
Figs. 5(a) and (b) visually compare the pairwise traffic demand distributions for "high" and "low" business correlation scenarios. In the figures, we indicate which node pairs exchange at least a minimum threshold traffic T min . The threshold T min we used is 0.5% of the maximum traffic exchange among all node pairs. The x-and y-axis identify a node by its degree rank (i.e., rank of the node when all nodes are sorted in a decreasing order of degrees). If node with rank R 1 and node with rank R 2 exchange at least T min traffic, then we place a dot at the coordinate (R 1 , R 2 ). Figs. 5(a) and (b) suggest that in the high-correlation scenario, non-negligible traffic demands are associated with high-ranking node pairs only. In the case of low-correlation, on the other hand, traffic exchange of T min or higher occurs with both high-degree and low-degree node pairs. In a scenario with low business correlation, ASs with small degrees would often obtain very high rankings in some business elements (e.g., web hosting or residential Internet access), and thus maintain high traffic exchange levels, as suggested by Fig. 5(b) .
The effect of such varied traffic distributions is also reflected in Fig. 6 , where we show the complementary cumulative distribution function (1-CDF) of node degrees for the two cases. We observe that the graph with high business correlation exhibits a higher frequency of ASs with degree 10 to 100. This result can be interpreted as follows. As the business correlation increases, ASs with high degrees generate much higher volumes of traffic than ASs with low degrees. This in turn incurs higher upstream link utilization (and thus higher cost) for downstream customers connected to these highdegree ASs. Thus, customers of reasonable size are expected to pursue public peering more actively to cope with increasing upstream costs.
Political factors. We refer to peering policy related issues as "political" factors. Although an AS's peering policy is usually affected by the AS's business model [34] , there are many cases where ASs with similar business models pursue distinct peering policies. We found, for example, that two ASs that belong to two popular web service providers have quite different strategies for maintaining their peering relationships. One AS pursues public peering aggressively through public exchange points. The other AS, in contrast, adheres to a very selective peering policy (possibly due to some unreliability of public peering, or for fear of losing customers from public peering), and rely instead on better-provisioned connections purchased from providers. We can simulate an AS's "aggressive" and "selective" peering policy within our modeling framework by controlling its decision criteria described in Section III-C. For benefit-centric private peering, we adjust an AS's candidate requirements specified by three parameters; r g (minimum geographic scope ratio), r c (minimum customer count ratio), and r t (maximum traffic exchange ratio). For cost-centric public peering, we can simulate the "selective" policy by having co-located members accept only a certain percentage of peering requests. We used the following setting for all ASs in the graph to simulate two regimes of peering policies.
• Aggressive policy: r g = r c = 0.1, r t = 10.0, accept all peering requests at an exchange point.
• Selective policy: r g = r c = 0.8, r t = 1.2, accept a peering request with probability 0.2 at an exchange point. Fig. 7 shows the impact of these two regimes of peering policies on graph connectivity. It is expected that with the prevalence of aggressive policies among ASs, the inter-AS connectivity will become denser. Since more ASs employ public peering than private peering, the increased graph density will mostly be attributed to openly connected exchange point members. The figure agrees with this intuition. That is, the pronounced increase of degree frequency for "aggressive" peering is observed in the mid-degree range.
Technological factors. Finally, the "technological factor" we consider concerns the infrastructural support for peering. In particular, Internet exchange points facilitate public peering among budget-constrained small ISPs. In our experiment, we control two aspects of public exchange points. First, we change the number of exchange points that are created during graph growth. We then adjust the pricing scaling factor ( ) associated with public peering at exchange points. In Fig. 1 , we showed that the cost of public peering scales with BW , where ≈ 0.40. As the access technology develops over time, the value of the scaling parameter may decrease. Similar to our previous study on economic and political factors, we examine in Fig. 8 how introducing more exchange points or price discount would change the graph connectivity. We set the number of exchange points (N EP ) to 20 or 80, and the pricing parameter ( ) of exchange points to 0.3 or 0.4. Having more exchange points increases the probability of existing nodes finding geographically nearby exchange points for peering. It thus contributes to more active public peering. Reducing the pricing parameter has a similar effect of promoting public peering. As can be seen from the figure, by increasing the incentive for actively pursuing public peering (i.e., N EP = 80 and = 0.3), the overall node degree distribution starts to depart significantly from the generic power-law type distribution.
The experiments in this section suggest that there may be various economic, political, and technological factors that come into play in shaping global Internet connectivity at the AS-level. In light of the finding reported in [23] , we argue that any attempt to explain observed characteristics of the Internet's inferred AS-level topology should be made by accounting for this multi-faceted decision process and not by relying solely on generic graph-theoretic aspects.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have previously proposed a new optimization-driven approach to modeling the Internet's AS-level topology [2] . By incorporating network-specific optimization semantics into the modeling framework, this approach differs significantly from the more traditional random graph-based efforts. Due to its network-centric design and its ability to explore a range of "what if" scenarios, we consider this framework more appealing from a networking perspective. However in our previous study we only considered customer ASs and modeled their decision process for choosing their single best provider AS. The model presented in this paper extends and largely subsumes this previously proposed framework by: 1) considering an AS's dual role as a customer and a peer, and modeling two separate AS decision processes for choosing a provider or a peer; 2) feeding an AS's peering decision process with realistic inter-AS traffic demands; 3) implementing an AS's peering decision process within an Internet-like evolutionary framework. A major challenge posed by the proposed approach to modeling AS graph dynamics is model validation (establishing the relevance and validity of the model construction by analyzing operational data from individual ISPs). Due to the commercially sensitive nature of the peering decision processes executed by actual ISPs, however, publicly available information that reveals an AS's peering strategies is generally not available. Faced with this operational reality, what we presented in Section VII is a first attempt at reverse-engineering the interactions between plausible peering decision processes and observed/inferred features of global Internet connectivity at the AS level. Although we focused in our analysis in Section VII almost exclusively on node degree distributions, it is certainly possible that the use of other metrics may be more revealing and provide a better understanding of the detailed dynamics of AS-level Internet growth driven by AS peering decisions. For example, our study comparing the model-driven graph growth and actual Internet evolution in Section VII-A is one such effort, albeit one that is still preliminary. A more careful investigation of the full potential of the proposed framework and in-depth comparisons of the resulting temporally-evolving graphs will shed more light on the historical Internet growth and are left for future research.
